Common errors in English grammar exercises PDF

The following sentences contain errors (missing or excess words, spelling mistakes...). There may be several mistakes in some sentences. Correct them!

Exercise 2

Exemples:

- Tom is best student in the class. → Tom is the best student in the class.
- There is some books on the table. → There are some books on the table.

1. She is more pretty than her cousin. → She is prettier than her cousin.
2. It's time two go! → It's time to go!
3. They've been married during six years. → They've been married for six years.
4. Me and Paul are going to the cinema. → Paul and I are going to the cinema.
5. There is much noise here. → There is a lot of noise here.
6. Sam not like doing sport. → Sam doesn't like doing sport.
7. We should contact they're parents. → We should contact their parents.
8. How many wine did you drink last night? → How much wine did you drink last night?
9. This bag is more cheap than the other one. → This bag is cheaper than the other one.
10. How much books do you have? → How many books do you have?

ANSWERS

- She is more pretty than her cousin. → She is prettier than her cousin.
- It's time two go! → It's time to go!
- They've been married during six years. → They've been married for six years.
- Me and Paul are going to the cinema. → Paul and I are going to the cinema.
- There is much noise here. → There is a lot of noise here.
- Sam not like doing sport. → Sam doesn't like doing sport.
- We should contact they're parents. → We should contact their parents.
- How many wine did you drink last night? → How much wine did you drink last night?
- This bag is more cheap than the other one. → This bag is cheaper than the other one.
- How much books do you have? → How many books do you have?